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1 We performed our examination in accordance with the State Comptroller’s authority set forth in Article V, Section 1 of 

the State Constitution, as well as Article II, Section 8, and Article VII, Section 111 of the State Finance Law. 

September 2, 2016 

Ms. RoAnn M. Destito 
Commissioner 
Office of General Services 
Corning Tower – 32nd Floor 
Albany, NY 12242 

Re: Report BSE-2014-0002 

Dear Commissioner Destito: 

We examined1 payments made by the Office of General Services (OGS) to 11 vendors for 

services provided to the Department of Health, Department of Transportation, and Office of 

Mental Health (collectively, the agencies) from February 1, 2015 through April 30, 2015 under 

Hourly Based Information Technology Services (HBITS) contracts.  During our examination 

period, OGS paid the 11 vendors nearly $8 million for services provided at the agencies.  We 

examined payments totaling about $2.4 million for services provided by 86 consultants.  Our 

objectives were to determine if OGS paid vendors: (i) at the appropriate hourly bill rates; (ii) for 

consultants with the required months of experience; and (iii) exclusively for hours worked. 

A. Results 

We found OGS does not have an effective process to ensure a candidate consultant’s (candidate) 

qualifications meet the mandatory qualifications specified by the agencies (e.g., months of 

experience), so OGS could not ensure it paid the correct hourly bill rates.  In particular, OGS does 

not ensure its vendors fulfill their contractual obligation to verify that a candidate has the 

mandatory qualifications specified by the agencies, nor do OGS staff verify the mandatory 

qualifications.  During our examination, impediments prevented us from obtaining information 

about certain candidates’ qualifications.  While some information was not available to the State 

or vendors for various reasons, such as the prior employer no longer being in business, other 

information was available only to vendors and not the State.  Therefore, it is critical that OGS 

require is vendors to fulfill their contractual obligations as, without this information, the State does 

not have reasonable assurance that consultants are qualified and hourly bill rates are appropriate.  

We identified matters of lesser significance when we reviewed the hourly bill rates and hours 

worked.  We made OGS and agency officials aware of these matters at the closing conference. 
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We shared a draft report with OGS officials and considered their comments (Attachment A) in 

preparing this final report.  OGS officials stated that our conclusory findings are without merit or 

factual basis, and fail to recognize the numerous controls built into the HBITS contracts and the 

candidate onboarding process.  As discussed in the State Comptroller’s Office comments on 

OGS’s response (Attachment B), we determined that OGS could not be certain that they did not 

overpay HBITS vendors based on the material control weaknesses at HBITS vendors and OGS. 

B. Background and Methodology 

In November 2012, the Division of the Budget and OGS jointly implemented the HBITS contracts 

to create a cost- and time-efficient means for agencies to procure short-term hourly information 

technology services.  Each HBITS contract includes a pricing schedule that defines the hourly bill 

rate for standard and specialty job titles.  The hourly bill rates for standard titles are based on job 

title, skill level, skill demand level, and region of service.  The hourly bill rates for specialty titles 

are based upon job title and region.  In addition, the bill rates for all standard and most specialty 

title consultants are based in part on months of experience.  Bill rates vary within job titles, 

depending on the consultant’s skill level and skill demand level, and may differ by as much as 

$72.29 per hour. 

According to the HBITS contracts, to request a consultant an agency must complete and submit 

to OGS a standard form that identifies the job title and skill level desired (collectively, “mandatory 

qualifications”).  OGS reviews, approves, and posts the agencies’ requests to solicit responses 

from HBITS vendors.  Prior to presenting a consultant to OGS as a candidate for the position, an 

HBITS vendor must verify that the consultant has the mandatory qualifications specified by an 

agency.  Upon receiving a vendor response, OGS must ensure the candidate’s qualifications meet 

the mandatory qualifications specified by the agency.  The agency then interviews the candidate 

to assess his or her technical abilities.  Once the interview process is complete, the agency either 

selects a candidate to hire or rejects all proposed candidates if no one is suitable for the position. 

C. Details of Findings 

We conducted site visits to seven HBITS vendors who employed 41 of the 86 consultants we 

examined.  We found five vendors did not, and two vendors did not consistently, verify the months 

of experience claimed by their candidates pertaining to the mandatory qualifications requested.  

We also interviewed OGS officials and found they compare the information on a vendor’s 

candidate response form to the agency’s request to ensure the candidate’s qualifications meet 

the mandatory qualifications specified by the agency, but do not independently verify the 

information.  Consequently, consultants may not meet the required qualifications and, therefore, 

OGS may have paid incorrect hourly bill rates.   
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We attempted to verify that 53 of the 86 consultants we examined, including the 41 consultants 

described above, had the months of experience required to earn the hourly bill rates the vendors 

were paid.  We could only verify that 22 of the 53 consultants (42 percent) had the necessary 

months of experience.  For the remaining 31 consultants, we could not obtain sufficient, 

appropriate evidence to verify their months of experience for various reasons, including: (i) the 

prior employer referred us to the verification service it used, however, that service would not 

cooperate with our examination; (ii) the prior employer did not maintain employment records for 

consultants; or (iii) the HBITS vendor did not obtain contact information for the candidates’ prior 

supervisors who could verify the months of experience required by the agency. 

As a result, we could not determine if OGS paid vendors the appropriate hourly bill rates for work 

performed by the 31 consultants.  Because hourly bill rates vary by and/or are dependent upon 

months of experience, and months of experience is not always verified, a portion of the $841,084 

OGS paid for their work may have been inappropriate.  It is critical that OGS require is vendors 

to fulfill their contractual obligations as, without this information, the State does not have 

reasonable assurance that consultants are qualified and hourly bill rates are appropriate. 

Had OGS held its vendors accountable for verifying candidates’ months of experience, and 

required its vendors to document the work performed, OGS could have ensured candidates’ 

hourly bill rates were appropriate.  For instance, HBITS vendors could have obtained prior 

employment information from an employment verification service that did not cooperate with our 

examination, and may not have cooperated with inquiries conducted by OGS.  Since neither the 

seven HBITS vendors that we interviewed nor OGS verify candidates’ months of experience, 

there is a risk that OGS paid the seven vendors higher hourly bill rates than was due and owing 

based on the consultants’ actual months of experience.  Thus, as bill rates vary within job titles 

by as much as $72.29 per hour, a significant portion of the $47 million paid to the seven vendors 

since the inception of the HBITS contracts may be inappropriate. 

In response to this report, OGS officials stated that our conclusory findings are without merit or 

factual basis, and fail to recognize the numerous controls built into the HBITS contracts and the 

candidate onboarding process.  As we note in Attachment B, our determination that OGS may 

have overpaid HBITS vendors is based on material control weaknesses at HBITS vendors and 

OGS that resulted in an ineffective method to validate consultant candidates' stated months of 

experience.  Because the contract links months of experience to consultants’ hourly rates, OGS 

does not have reasonable assurance that it paid appropriate hourly rates.   

In its response to this report, OGS officials also described their process to identify qualified 

candidates.  We found this process is sound provided that an independent party validates the 

information on the candidate response forms.  There are various approaches to validate 

information on the response forms.  For instance, OGS may require vendors to verify that each 

candidate has the mandatory qualifications specified by the agency and to document the steps 
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taken to verify the information.  OGS could develop a risk-based approach to review the prior 

work performed by vendors to verify candidates’ qualifications.  

Recommendation 

1) Ensure HBITS vendors obtain the information necessary to verify candidates have 
the months of experience necessary to meet the mandatory qualifications specified 
by the agencies and the hourly rates billed. 

We would appreciate your response to this report by September 30, 2016, indicating any actions 

planned to address the recommendation in this report.  We thank the management and staff of 

the Office of General Services, Department of Health, Department of Transportation, and Office 

of Mental Health for the courtesies and cooperation extended to our auditors. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard J. McHugh 
Director of State Expenditures 

Enc: Attachment A 
 Attachment B 
 
cc: Dr. Howard A. Zucker, Commissioner, DOH 
 Matthew J. Driscoll, Commissioner, DOT 
 Dr. Ann Marie T. Sullivan, Commissioner, OMH 
 Diane Christensen, Director of Internal Audit, DOH 
 Theresa Vottis, Director of Internal Audit, DOT 
 Wendy Fox, Director of Internal Audit, OMH 
 Theresa Bonneau, Director of Internal Audit, OGS
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State Comptroller’s Office Comments on Auditee Response 

 

1. Our determination that OGS may have overpaid HBITS vendors is based on material 

control weaknesses at HBITS vendors and OGS that resulted in an ineffective method to 

validate consultant candidates' stated months of experience.  Because the contract links 

months of experience to a consultant's job title and hourly rate, it is critical to confirm 

qualifications.  Depending on title, rates vary by as much as $72.29 per hour based on 

months of experience and, therefore, OGS did not have reasonable assurance that it paid 

appropriate hourly rates. 

 

2. The seven HBITS vendors that we interviewed, or their candidates, commonly transferred 

information from a candidate’s resume to Form 2 without, or without consistently, 

independently verifying the validity of the information on the resume.  Therefore, OGS 

officials used potentially unreliable information to conclude that candidates met the 

mandatory qualification and skill level requirements.  Since most hourly bill rates are, in 

part, dependent upon months of experience, there is a risk that OGS may have paid for 

higher hourly bill rates than the candidates’ experience warranted. 

 

3. The contract requires OGS to validate that proposed candidates meet the mandatory 

qualifications, such as job titles and skill levels, specified by the agencies in their Task 

Order Request Forms.  The hourly bill rates for all standard title consultants and most 

specialty title consultants are based in part on months of experience.  During our 

examination period, OGS did not validate candidates’ months of experience.  Instead, 

OGS accepted as true information provided by HBITS vendors and candidates on Form 

2s without ensuring their reliability.  As our review found, the HBITS vendors did not, or 

did not consistently, verify candidates’ months of experience. 

 

Further, OGS explained in its response to our draft report that it expects agencies to verify 

the qualifications and experience of the candidates during the interview and selection 

process.  However, the contract requires OGS to pass along to agencies only Form 2s 

that meet the mandatory position requirements.  As such, requiring agencies to verify 

candidates’ months experience would be duplicative and inefficient.  It is critical that OGS, 

agencies, and HBITS vendors fulfill their contractual obligations to ensure OGS pays 

appropriate hourly rates based upon consultants’ actual months of experience.  

 

4. While OSC did not find a consultant who lacked the required months of experience, we 

were unable to validate 31 of the 58 consultants' months of experience.  As a result, we 

cannot attest to whether these consultants meet the minimum months of experience 

required for the skill levels and hourly rates for which HBITS vendors billed the State.  The 

material control weaknesses identified: (i) preclude OGS from attesting to the accuracy of 
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the months of experience on the 31 consultants’ Form 2s; and (ii) increase the risk that 

OGS overpaid HBITS vendors for consultants who did not have the months of experience 

required by the contract.  We identified multiple instances where OGS overpaid an HBITS 

vendor for issues unrelated to months of experience.  We communicated these issues to 

OGS and the affected agencies separately as we considered them to be matters of lesser 

significance.  

 

5. We combined Recommendation #1 and Recommendation #2 into one recommendation 

in the final report. 
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